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ABSTRACT

A synthetic population of maize (Zea mays) was created from five inbred lines of varying levels of partial resistance to northern leaf blight (NLB). This synthetic was subjected to three cycles of recurrent phenotypic selection with pollen control for either increased latent period or decreased lesion length. A selection intensity of ca. 10% was used in each selection cycle. The original synthetic and three advanced selection cycles for each of the two components of partial resistance were evaluated in field trials in the summers of 1999 and 2001, and in greenhouse trials. Selection for increased latent period was more effective in improving resistance to NLB (20 to 27% gain/cycle) than was selection for decreased lesion length (14 to 18% gain/cycle). Responses in AUDPC to selection for either component of resistance were linear in the 1999 field trial, but were quadratic (decreased response in advanced cycles) in the 2001 trial. Selection for increased latent period in the field resulted in a 0.6-day increase in latent period per selection cycle when measured in the greenhouse and a 2-day increase per selection cycle when measured in the field. Selection for decreased lesion length in the field did not significantly alter latent period in the greenhouse.

These results support using selection for increased latent period as an effective means of improving partial resistance to NLB in maize populations. Decreased lesion length was more difficult to measure and selection based on this criterion was less effective in improving partial resistance.
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Northern leaf blight (NLB), caused by the fungus Exserohilum turcicum (Pass.) Leonard & Suggs (teleomorph = Setosphaeria turcica Leonard & Suggs; syn. = Helminthosporium turcicum), is an important foliar disease of maize (Zea mays L.) that occurs worldwide virtually everywhere maize is grown (13,32,41). The disease is most prevalent and damaging when cool to moderate temperatures and moist conditions prevail during the growing season (13,32,41). E. turcicum overwinters in crop residues and initiates epidemics with conidia produced on those residues (27).

The disease can cause extensive defoliation during the grain-filling period, resulting in grain yield losses of 50% or more (13,23,24,37). Resistance in maize to NLB is generally classified as one of two types: major gene resistance, conferred by the Ht1, Ht2, Ht3, or HtN genes, that is race-specific, and partial resistance that is under polygenic control and is effective against all pathogen biotypes (11–16,22,25,35, 36,38). The Ht1, Ht2, and Ht3 genes confer a “chlorotic lesion” type of reaction to the pathogen (12,14,15), whereas the HtN gene results in a delay of symptoms until after anthesis (11,26). Virulence to each of these genes has been demonstrated in the population of E. turcicum in the United States and elsewhere (20,21,30,33,34, 39,43). An additional recessive gene, ht4, that confers a “chlorotic halo” response to infection by E. turcicum has been described, but its effectiveness in controlling NLB is not clear (6). Emphasis in commercial maize breeding programs in the United States has been on exploiting partial resistance, although the Ht1 gene was used extensively prior to the discovery of isolates of E. turcicum with corresponding virulence to it.

Partial resistance of maize to NLB is inherited in a polygenic manner with mostly additive gene action involved (16,18). Mapping studies using reciprocal translocations and molecular markers indicate that quantitative trait loci (QTL) on all 10 chromosomes of maize may be involved (2,8–10,17,28,40). Partial resistance of maize to NLB is expressed as a reduction in development of the disease and percent leaf area infected, which in turn may result from expression of several components, including incubation period, latent period, lesion size, lesion numbers, lesion expansion rate, and sporulation intensity (1,2,5,7,25,29,31). An increase in latent or incubation period is the one component most related to disease development on adult plants and is expressed over a range of temperature and light conditions (1,7,31). Several studies have attempted to map QTL for specific components of partial resistance to NLB. QTL for increased latent (or incubation) period for NLB in the commercially important inbred line Mo17 often mapped to the same chromosome arms as loci governing percent disease severity or area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) on adult plants (2,8,38). A similar correlation was found in mapping NLB resistance QTL in the tropical inbred line CML202 and in an early maturing European flint × dent population (28,40). QTL for reduced lesion numbers also mapped to many of the same locations as reduced NLB severity, and lesion numbers were correlated with NLB severity (2,10). Other possible components of NLB resistance such as lesion size and sporulation intensity are only weakly associated with disease severity and associated QTL (2,10).

The objective of this research was to determine the efficacy of selection for two components of partial resistance, increased latent period and shorter lesion length, on improving the NLB resistance in a maize synthetic.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Creation of the maize synthetic. A synthetic population was created by intercrossing five maize inbred lines varying in level of partial resistance: 69-1, Mo17, B37, A619, and A632. These inbred lines are recessive at all of the major Ht gene loci. An experimental line, 69-1, was derived from the maize synthetic BS-19 and has a very high level of partial resistance expressed as an extended latent period (4.5). Mo17 is an inbred line with an acceptable level of partial resistance and has been used in QTL mapping studies of NLB resistance (2,8–10). B37 has a low level of partial resistance to NLB. A619 and A632 are considered very susceptible to NLB. The latter four inbred lines are all public releases that were widely used in the hybrid seed industry and are still represented in the pedigrees of inbred lines currently used in commercial hybrids. The five parental lines were crossed in a half-diallel...
Field evaluations of selected populations. Field trials of the original synthetic (Cycle 0) and advanced cycles selected for increased latent period (LLP Cycle 1, LLP Cycle 2, and LLP Cycle 3) and for decreased lesion length (SLL Cycle 1, SLL Cycle 2, and SLL Cycle 3) were conducted at the Central Crops Research Station near Clayton, NC, during the summers of 1999 and 2001. In addition to the seven populations above, the NLB-susceptible hybrid A632 × A619 was included as a control treatment. The experiments consisted of randomized complete blocks with treatment units consisting of single rows 6 m long and 0.9 m apart, planted with 25 seeds per plot. There were 10 replications planted in 1999 on 14 April and seven in 2001 on 10 April. No trial was planted in 2000, as a seed storage failure seriously reduced seed viability. Remainder seed of the populations was planted, and the populations were regenerated for the 2001 trial by random plant-to-plant crossing (sib mating) with each plant used as either a male or female in nurseries in the summer of 2000 and in a winter nursery in southern Florida in 2000–2001. Field trials were inoculated with E. turcicum as described above. Whole plots were visually rated for NLB severity (percent leaf area diseased) four times during the grain-filling period, and area under the disease progress curve was calculated (42). In addition to collecting NLB severity data, the date when 50% of plants within a plot were symptomatic was recorded in the 1999 trial as a measure of latent period. No latent period data were recorded in 2001 due to poor and inconsistent initial infection by E. turcicum in the plots.

Greenhouse trials of selected populations. Three greenhouse trials were conducted in January and February 2002 to measure latent periods of the original synthetic and the advanced selection cycles, as well as the check hybrid A632 × A619. Each trial was a randomized complete block design with seven replications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>AUDPCa-field (percent-days)</th>
<th>Latent period-greenhouse (days)</th>
<th>Latent periodb-field, 1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A632 × A619 (check)</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 0</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLP Cycle 1</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLP Cycle 2</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLP Cycle 3</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLL Cycle 2</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLL Cycle 3</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLL Cycle 3</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLSD (P < 0.05) 197 0.8 1.3

AUDPC = area under the disease progress curve.

Latent period in the field was measured as days past 1 June on which 50% of plants were symptomatic.

LLP = advanced cycles selected for increased latent period.

SLL = advanced cycles selected for shorter lesion lengths.

Fisher’s least significant difference.
RESULTS

Field trials. Development of NLB was greater in the 1999 than the 2001 field trial. NLB severity on the susceptible check hybrid reached a high of 92% by the last rating date near physiological maturity in 1999, but only reached 43% at the same growth stage in 2001. For reasons that were not readily apparent, some plants escaped initial infection after inoculation in 2001, so disease development was delayed compared with 1999. Final NLB severities on the populations ranged from 54 to 85% and 8 to 43% in 1999 and 2001, respectively. The date when 50% of plants were symptomatic (an indirect measure of latent period) in the 1999 field trial ranged from 1 June (A632 × A619) to 7 June (LLP Cycle 3; Table 1). In greenhouse trials, mean latent periods (days to first necrotic lesion) ranged from 11.4 days for the check hybrid A632 × A619 to 15.2 days for the third cycle of selection for long latent period (LLP Cycle 3; Table 1).

Direct selection for increased latent period resulted in a linear decrease in AUDPC of 202 percent-days (a 20% reduction) per cycle in the 1999 field trial (Fig. 1A). In the 2001 field trial, the response in AUDPC to selection for increased latent period was quadratic, with most of the improvement occurring in the first two selection cycles (Fig. 2A). The linear response to selection averaged 120 percent-days or 27% per cycle in 2001. Selection for decreased lesion length resulted in an average decrease in AUDPC of 149 percent-days or 14% per cycle in 1999, and 80.4 percent-days or 18% in 2001 (Figs. 1B and 2B, respectively).

The direct response to selection for increased latent period resulted in an increase of 2 days per selection cycle when measured in 1999 field trials as the number of days after 1 June when 50% of plants were symptomatic (Fig. 3A). Selection for decreased lesion length produced a correlated response of a 1.2-day increase in the number of days after 1 June when 50% of plants were symptomatic per selection cycle in the 1999 field trial (Fig. 3B).

Greenhouse trials. Selection for increased latent period produced an average gain per cycle of 0.6 days or ~4% when measured on seedling plants in greenhouse trials (Fig. 4A). Selection for reduced lesion length had no significant effect on AUDPC (Fig. 4B). These gains are nearly twice that reported by Campana and Pataky (3) in three of four sweet maize populations where phenotypic mass selection was conducted for reduced NLB severity. These gains are also somewhat greater than those reported by Jenkins et al. (19), whose average gain per cycle across nine populations varied from 11 to 21%. In both these studies, selection was for reduced NLB severity before anthesis, and both male and female plants were selected for recombination. Because most NLB development occurs after anthesis, selection based on severity before anthesis may not be as effective as selection based on either a single NLB severity rating measured later in epidemic development or on multiple severity ratings taken during the NLB epidemic, such as AUDPC.

Selection for reduced lesion length was less effective in increasing resistance to NLB than was selection for increased latent period, when comparing average gain per selection cycle. Selection for reduced lesion length also proved more tedious to measure than latent period on plants in field plots, at least as it was measured in this study where lesions of a uniform age were measured. Based on previous studies where little relation was found between latent period and AUDPC, selection for increased latent period produced an average increase of 20 to 27% per cycle (as measured by reduction in AUDPC). These gains were nearly twice that reported by Campana and Pataky (3) in three of four sweet maize populations where phenotypic mass selection was conducted for reduced NLB severity. These gains are also somewhat greater than those reported by Jenkins et al. (19), whose average gain per cycle across nine populations varied from 11 to 21%. In both these studies, selection was for reduced NLB severity before anthesis, and both male and female plants were selected for recombination. Because most NLB development occurs after anthesis, selection based on severity before anthesis may not be as effective as selection based on either a single NLB severity rating measured later in epidemic development or on multiple severity ratings taken during the NLB epidemic, such as AUDPC.

Selection for reduced lesion length was less effective in increasing resistance to NLB than was selection for increased latent period, when comparing average gain per selection cycle. Selection for reduced lesion length also proved more tedious to measure than latent period on plants in field plots, at least as it was measured in this study where lesions of a uniform age were measured. Based on previous studies where little relation was found between latent period and AUDPC, selection for increased latent period produced an average increase of 20 to 27% per cycle (as measured by reduction in AUDPC). These gains were nearly twice that reported by Campana and Pataky (3) in three of four sweet maize populations where phenotypic mass selection was conducted for reduced NLB severity. These gains are also somewhat greater than those reported by Jenkins et al. (19), whose average gain per cycle across nine populations varied from 11 to 21%. In both these studies, selection was for reduced NLB severity before anthesis, and both male and female plants were selected for recombination. Because most NLB development occurs after anthesis, selection based on severity before anthesis may not be as effective as selection based on either a single NLB severity rating measured later in epidemic development or on multiple severity ratings taken during the NLB epidemic, such as AUDPC.

Selection for reduced lesion length was less effective in increasing resistance to NLB than was selection for increased latent period, when comparing average gain per selection cycle. Selection for reduced lesion length also proved more tedious to measure than latent period on plants in field plots, at least as it was measured in this study where lesions of a uniform age were measured. Based on previous studies where little relation was found between latent period and AUDPC, selection for increased latent period produced an average increase of 20 to 27% per cycle (as measured by reduction in AUDPC). These gains were nearly twice that reported by Campana and Pataky (3) in three of four sweet maize populations where phenotypic mass selection was conducted for reduced NLB severity. These gains are also somewhat greater than those reported by Jenkins et al. (19), whose average gain per cycle across nine populations varied from 11 to 21%. In both these studies, selection was for reduced NLB severity before anthesis, and both male and female plants were selected for recombination. Because most NLB development occurs after anthesis, selection based on severity before anthesis may not be as effective as selection based on either a single NLB severity rating measured later in epidemic development or on multiple severity ratings taken during the NLB epidemic, such as AUDPC.
lesion size and NLB severity and lesion size itself was found to be of low heritability (2,10), it is somewhat surprising at first glance that selection for smaller lesion size was effective in improving NLB resistance. In the previous studies, lesion size was measured on lesions of mixed and undetermined age, whereas in this study lesions were measured at a uniform age (5 days after their first appearance), and conceivably this would be subject to less extraneous error due variability in age of the lesion and as a consequence be of higher heritability.

The improvement in partial resistance to NLB seen in the 1999 field trial was mirrored by the increase in latent period in advanced cycles selected for either increased latent period or decreased lesion length. It is unfortunate that latent periods could not be reliably measured in the 2001 field trial, but it was evident from the lack of visible infection points (necrotic flecks) that many plants escaped initial infection.

The efficacy of selection for increased latent period was also evident in seedling greenhouse trials. The response, although statistically significant, was a modest 4% gain per cycle. There was no significant response of latent period to selection for shorter lesion length detected in greenhouse trials. A previous study has shown that although latent period on seedlings in the greenhouse is closely related to partial resistance seen under field conditions, differences in latent periods among maize genotypes are smaller under greenhouse conditions than in the field (5).

Previous studies have documented the close relationship between latent period and partial resistance, but this study is the first to clearly demonstrate the efficacy of selection for increased latent period in improving partial resistance in maize to NLB. Selection for increased latent period was also clearly superior to selection for decreased lesion length in both efficacy and ease of use. Given the preponderance of evidence of the importance of latent period in partial resistance to NLB in diverse maize cultivars, it is tempting to generalize that latent period is universally the most important component of partial resistance in maize to NLB. However, it is entirely possible that other components of resistance may be most important in other maize germ plasm. The inbred lines used in the synthesis of the population that was the subject of selection in this study were specifically selected to represent a range of latent periods; therefore it is not particularly surprising that sufficient variability for latent period existed in the population and selection was very effective.
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